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Abstract
We continue our research on hybrid derivation modes of cooperating distributed (CD) grammar
systems started in (Fernau et al., Proc. 3rd Internat. Conf. Developments in Language Theory,
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, 1997, pp. 261–272; Theoret. Comput. Sci. 259 (2001) 405).
Here, we focus on (hybrid) systems with context-free components working in a hybrid t- and
k-mode, ∈{6 ;=}. We prove that CD grammar systems working in the mode (t ∧ =1),
which means that each component cannot perform more than one derivation step in a row,
characterize the context-free programmed languages with :nite index. Moreover, we show that
additional external hybridization of this mode with, e.g., the =1-mode (or =2-mode, respectively)
leads to a characterization of the context-free ordered languages (or the context-free programmed
languages with appearance checking, respectively). In particular, hybrid CD grammar systems
with classical and internally hybrid modes have universal computational power, a result which is
unknown for hybrid CD grammar systems whose components work only in classical modes, since
such systems are computationally equivalent to recurrent programmed grammars with appearance
checking, as shown in (Theoret. Computer. Sci. 259 (2001) 405). Furthermore, we obtain a
characterization of ordered languages within the framework of CD grammar systems.
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1. Introduction
Cooperating distributed (CD) grammar systems were :rst introduced in [17] with
motivations related to two-level grammars. Later, it became a vivid area of research
after relating CD grammars with arti:cial intelligence (AI) notions [3], such as multi-
agent systems or blackboard models for problem solving [19]. The main idea of CD
grammar systems is that several grammars (mainly represented by their sets of pro-
ductions, usually called “components”) are cooperating in order to work on a com-
mon sentential form. At each time (until a terminal word has been generated), some
component works on this sentential form, i.e., it performs some derivation steps, un-
til some stop condition is ful:lled, such that another component may continue the
work.
The diHerent derivation modes for (the components of) CD grammar systems arise
from the following question: “how long” is a component allowed to work on a sentential
form until maybe another component can contribute to the derivation of a terminal
word? The following modes have thoroughly been investigated in the literature:
• ⇒6k : when enabled, the component which takes the sentential form in order to work
on it has to perform at most k derivation steps.
• ⇒= k : when enabled, the component has to perform exactly k derivation steps.
• ⇒¿k : when enabled, the component has to perform at least k derivation steps.
• ⇒∗: when enabled, the component can perform arbitrarily many derivation steps.
• ⇒t : when enabled, the component has to perform as many derivation steps as pos-
sible.
In CD grammar systems, all components work according to the same mode. It is, of
course, natural to alleviate this requirement, which leads to the notion of so-called
hybrid CD grammar systems introduced by Mitrana and PJaun in [18,20]. We introduce
hybrid derivation modes which (partly) nicely characterize the external hybridizations
explained above. This paper belongs to a series of papers on hybrid modes in CD
grammar systems: [8] introduces hybrid modes in CD array grammar systems as a
natural speci:cation tool for array languages, [14] investigates accepting CD grammar
systems with hybrid modes, while [16] as well as [1] stress descriptional complexity
issues. In [13], we mainly presented our results on the combination of the modes t
and ¿k. Most parts of [13,16] and the present paper are contained in the report [10].
Finally, [2] discusses the inKuence of negation within the logical combinations of hybrid
modes.
Up to now, we have not explained how we obtain these hybrid modes. The classical
modes are de:ned in such a way that a derivation has to ful:ll only one property,
e.g., in the 6k-mode at most k steps have to be performed. Here, we investigate AND
combinations of two modes. Hence, a derivation has to ful:ll two common properties—
an appropriate formalization is given in the next section. In this way, we obtain the
following modes:
• ⇒(¿k1 ∧6k2): when enabled, the component has to perform at least k1 and at most k2
derivation steps.
• ⇒(t∧¿k): when enabled, the component has to perform as many derivation steps
as possible, and at least k steps.
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• ⇒(t ∧= k): when enabled, the component has to perform as many derivation steps as
possible, and exactly k steps.
• ⇒(t ∧6k): when enabled, the component has to perform as many derivation steps as
possible, and at most k steps.
Combinations (∗∧f) for f∈{∗; t}∪ {6k; = k;¿k; | k ∈N} are only an alternative
notation of the original mode f; therefore, we have not listed them. In this paper,
we focus on the two modes (t ∧6k) and (t ∧= k); other combinations have been
studied in detail in [13]. We compare CD language families with certain variants of
programmed and ordered languages, thereby linking CD language families with well-
known families from regulated rewriting. This also raises new interest in old open
questions in the latter area.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the necessary
notions, including some general results from [13]. Then, we derive some results con-
cerning regulated grammars of :nite index. In the fourth section, our main results
concerning the computational power of internally and externally hybrid CD grammar
systems are obtained. In the last section, we review our results again and give a prospect
on (possible) future work.
2. Denitions and observations
We assume the reader to be familiar with some basic notions of formal language
theory, as contained in Dassow and PJaun [5]. In general, we have the following con-
ventions: ⊆ denotes inclusion, while ⊂ denotes strict inclusion; the set of positive
integers is denoted by N, and N0 =N∪{0}. The empty word is denoted by ; further
let ||A be the number of occurrences of the symbol A in . We consider two languages
L1; L2 to be equal if and only if L1\{}=L2\{}, and we simply write L1 =L2 in this
case.
The families of languages generated by regular, linear context-free, context-free,
context-sensitive, general type-0 Chomsky grammars, and ET0L systems are denoted by
L(REG), L(LIN), L(CF), L(CS), L(RE), and L(ET0L), respectively. We attach
− in our notations if erasing rules are not permitted.
Notice that we use bracket notations in order to express that the equation holds
both in case of forbidding erasing rules and in the case of admitting erasing rules
(consistently neglecting the contents between the brackets).
2.1. Ordered and programmed grammars
An ordered grammar is a quintuple G=(N; T; P; S;≺), where N , T , P, and S ∈N are
the non-terminal alphabet, terminal alphabet, set of productions, and axiom, respectively.
In the following, we use VG to denote the set N ∪T . ≺ is a partial order on P. A
production →  is applicable to a string x∈V ∗ if and only if x= x1x2 for some
x1; x2 ∈V ∗G , and x contains no subword ′ such that ′→ ′ ∈P for some ′ and
′→ ′ → ; the application of →  to x yields y= x1x2. As usual, the yield
relation is denoted by ⇒, and its reKexive and transitive closure is denoted by ∗⇒. The
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family of languages generated by ordered grammars with context-free productions is
denoted by L(O;CF).
A programmed grammar is a septuple G=(N; T; P; S; ; ; ’), where N , T , and
S ∈N are the set of non-terminals, the set of terminals, and the start symbol, respec-
tively; moreover, we denote VG :=N ∪T . P is the :nite set of rules A→ z, with A∈N
and z ∈V ∗G , and  is a :nite set of labels (for the rules in P) such that  can also
be interpreted as a function which outputs a rule when being given a label;  and ’
are functions from  into the set of subsets of . For (x; r1), (y; r2) in V ∗G × and
(r1)= (A→ z), we write (x; r1)⇒ (y; r2) if and only if either
(1) x= x1Ax2, y= x1zx2 and r2 ∈ (r1), or
(2) x=y and rule A→ z is not applicable to x, and r2 ∈’(r1).
In the latter case, the derivation step is performed in the so-called appearance checking
mode. The set (r1) is called the success :eld and the set ’(r1) is called the failure :eld
of r1. As usual, the reKexive transitive closure of ⇒ is denoted by ∗⇒. The language
generated by G is de:ned as L(G)= {w∈T ∗ | (S; r1) ∗⇒ (w; r2) for some r1; r2 ∈}:
The family of languages generated by programmed grammars containing only context-
free core rules is denoted by L(P;CF; ac). When no appearance checking features are
involved, i.e., ’(r)= ∅ for every label r ∈, we obtain the family L(P;CF). The
special variant of a programmed grammar where (r)=’(r) for every label r ∈ is
said to be a programmed grammar with unconditional transfer. We denote the class of
languages generated by programmed grammars with context-free productions and with
unconditional transfer by L(P;CF; ut).
The :nite index restriction is de:ned as follows:
Let G be an arbitrary grammar type (from those discussed in Section 2) and let N ,
T , and S ∈N be its non-terminal alphabet, terminal alphabet, and axiom, respectively.
For a derivation 1
D : S = w1 ⇒ w2 ⇒ · · · ⇒ wn = w ∈ T ∗
according to G, we set ind(D;G)= max{|wi|N | 16i6n} and, for w∈L(G), we de:ne
ind(w;G)= min{ind(D;G) |D is a derivation for w in G}. The index of grammar G is
de:ned as ind(G)= sup{ind(w;G) |w∈L(G)}: For a language L in the family L(X)
of languages generated by grammars of type X, we de:ne indX (L)= inf{ind(G) |L(G)
=L and G is of type X}. For a family L(X), we set
Ln(X) = {L |L ∈L(X) and indX(L)6 n} for n ∈ N
and
L:n(X) =
⋃
n¿1
Ln(X):
1 In the case of programmed grammars we assume to have a derivation of the form D : (S; r1) = (w1; r1)
⇒ (w2; r2)⇒ · · · ⇒ (wn; rn)= (w; rn)∈ T∗×.
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2.2. CD grammar systems
A CD grammar system of degree n, with n¿1, is an (n+ 3)-tuple G=(N; T; S; P1;
: : : ; Pn) where N; T are disjoint alphabets of non-terminal and terminal symbols, re-
spectively, S ∈N is the start symbol, and P1; : : : ; Pn (the so-called “components” of the
CD grammar system G) are :nite sets of rewriting rules over N ∪T . Throughout this
paper, we consider only context-free rules. For x; y∈ (N ∪T )∗ and 16i6n, we write
x⇒i y if and only if x= x1Ax2, y= x1zx2 for some A→ z ∈Pi. Hence, subscript i refers
to the component to be used. Accordingly, x⇒mi y denotes an m-step derivation using
component number i, where x⇒0i y if and only if x=y.
De:ne the classical basic modes B= {∗; t}∪ {6k; = k;¿k | k ∈N} and let D=B∪
{(¿k ∧6‘) | k; ‘∈N; k6‘}∪ {(t ∧6k); (t ∧= k); (t ∧¿k) | k ∈N}: For f∈D, we
de:ne the relation ⇒fi by
x ⇒fi y ⇔ ∃m¿ 0: (x ⇒mi y ∧ P(f;m; i; y));
where P is a predicate P de:ned as follows (let k ∈N and f1; f2 ∈B):
Predicate De:nition
P(= k; m; i; y) m = k
P(6 k; m; i; y) m6 k
P(¿ k; m; i; y) m¿ k
P(∗; m; i; y) m¿ 0
P(t; m; i; y) (m¿ 0) ∧ (¬∃z(y ⇒i z))
P((f1 ∧ f2); m; i; y) P(f1; m; i; y) ∧ P(f2; m; i; y)
Observe that not every combination of modes as introduced above introduces something
really new. For example, the (¿k ∧6k)-mode is just another notation for the = k-
mode. In particular, ∗ may be used as a “don’t care” in our subsequent notations, since
P((∗∧f2); m; i; y) if and only if P(f2; m; i; y).
If each component of a CD grammar system may work in a diHerent mode, then we
get the notion of an (externally) hybrid CD (HCD) grammar system of degree n, with
n¿1, which is an (n+3)-tuple G=(N; T; S; (P1; f1); : : : ; (Pn; fn)) where N; T; S; P1; : : : ; Pn
are as in a CD grammar system, and fi ∈D, for 16i6n. Thus, we can de:ne the
language generated by a HCD grammar system as:
L(G) := {w ∈ T ∗ | S ⇒fi1i1 w1 ⇒
fi2
i2 · · · ⇒
fim−1
im−1 wm−1 ⇒
fim
im wm = w
with m¿ 1; 16 ij 6 n; and 16 j 6 m}:
If F ⊆D, then the family of languages generated by [-free] context-free HCD gram-
mar systems with degree at most n, each component working in one of the modes
contained in F , is denoted by L(HCDn;CF[−]; F). In a similar way, we write
L(HCD∞;CF[−]; F) when the number of components is not restricted. If F is a
singleton {f}, we simply write L(CDn;CF[−]; f), where n∈N∪{∞}. Addition-
ally, we write Lf(G) instead of L(G) to denote the language generated by the CD
grammar system G in the mode f.
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In order to clarify our de:nitions, we give a short example which demonstrates the
power of CD grammar systems working in the seemingly weak (t ∧=1)-mode.
Example 1. Let G be a CD grammar system with the following sets of rules:
P1 = {S → AB};
P2 = {A→ aA1b} ∪ {B1 → Z; B2 → Z; B3 → Z};
P3 = {B→ B1c} ∪ {A→ Z; A2 → Z; A3 → Z};
P4 = {A1 → A2} ∪ {B→ Z; B2 → Z; B3 → Z};
P5 = {B1 → B2} ∪ {A→ Z; A1 → Z; A3 → Z};
P6 = {A2 → A} ∪ {B→ Z; B1 → Z; B3 → Z};
P7 = {B2 → B} ∪ {A1 → Z; A2 → Z; A3 → Z};
P8 = {A→ A3} ∪ {B1 → Z; B2 → Z; B3 → Z};
P9 = {B→ B3} ∪ {A→ Z; A1 → Z; A2 → Z};
P10 = {A3 → ab} ∪ {B→ Z; B1 → Z; B2 → Z};
P11 = {B3 → c};
where {a; b; c} is the terminal and {A; B; A1; B1; A2; B2; A3; B3; S; Z} is the non-terminal
alphabet. The language generated by that system, if all components work in the (t ∧=1)-
mode, is the non-context-free language {anbncn | n¿1}: After having applied P1 and
n − 1 times the sequence of components P2; P3; : : : ; P7, we get the sentential form
an−1Abn−1Bcn−1. After having applied P8; P9; P10; P11 at this point, anbncn can be de-
rived. It is easy but tedious to check that other possible derivations introduce the
failure symbol Z . Observe that we could have circumvented the use of the failure
symbol Z by using a production X →X instead of X →Z (due to the peculiarities of
the (t ∧=1)-mode).
One of the issues of this paper will be the descriptional complexity in terms of
the number of components. In the previous example, it is clear that we could merge
components P1 and P11 thus getting a CD grammar system with 10 components. We are
not aware of any solution using a smaller number of components. On the other hand,
the next example shows a solution with two components working in the (t ∧=2)-
mode.
Example 2. For any k¿2, let Gk =(N; T; S1; P1; P2) be the CD grammar system where
we take N = {Si; Ai; A′i ; | 16i6k} as non-terminal alphabet and T = {a1; : : : ; ak+1} as
terminal alphabet, and where the components P1 and P2 are de:ned as
follows:
P1 = {Si → Si+1 | 16 i ¡ k} ∪ {Sk → A1 · · ·Ak}
∪ {A′i → Ai | 16 i 6 k}
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and
P2 = P3 ∪ P4;
where
P3 = {A1 → a1A′1a2} ∪ {Ai → ai+1A′i | 26 i 6 k}
and
P4 = {A1 → a1a2} ∪ {Ai → ai+1 | 26 i 6 k}:
Then, for f∈{¿k; = k; (t ∧¿k); (t ∧= k)}, we have
Lk := Lf(Gk)= {an1an2 : : : ank+1 | n¿ 1};
since every derivation of G leading to a terminal word is of the form
S1 ⇒f1 A1 : : : Ak · · · ⇒f2 an1an2 : : : ank+1;
where the intermediate steps are of the form
ai1A1a
i
2 : : : a
i
kAk ⇒f2 ai+11 A′1ai+12 : : : ai+1k+1A′k ⇒f1 ai+11 A1ai+12 : : : ai+1k+1Ak:
Observe that if a non-vanishing number of occurrences of A′i less than k is obtained
by mixing rules from P3 and P4, then neither P1 nor P2 can perform k derivation steps
anymore. Hence, Gk generates Lk , which is a non-context-free language for any k¿2.
Moreover, for G′k =(N; T; S1; P1; P3; P4) we obtain L(t∧6k)(G
′
k)=Lk .
2.3. General observations
In this section, we recall two general techniques that are very useful when dealing
with hybrid systems, namely the prolongation technique and the least common multiple
(lcm) technique, both of which are also used by Mitrana [18] in his framework. Proofs
can be found in [13].
Lemma 3 (Prolongation technique). Let )∈{∗; t}, ∈{6;=;¿}, and k; ‘∈N such
that k divides ‘. Every context-free component working in the ()∧k)-mode can be
replaced by a context-free component working in the ()∧‘)-mode. The simulating
component has -rules only if the simulated component has -rules.
Theorem 4. Let )∈{∗; t}, ∈{6;=;¿}, and n; k; ‘∈N (or n=∞) such that k
divides ‘; then L(CDn;CF[−]; ()∧k))⊆L(CDn;CF[−]; ()∧‘)).
This implies a prime number lattice structure on the language families L(CDn;CF
[−]; ()∧k)) where n∈N∪{∞} is :xed and k ∈N is varying.
Lemma 5 (Lcm technique). Let )∈{∗; t}, ∈{¿;=;6}. The context-free compo-
nents P1; : : : ; Pm working in the modes ()∧k1); : : : ; ()∧km), respectively, can be
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replaced by m context-free components each working in the ()∧‘)-mode, where
‘= lcm{ki | 16i6m}. The simulating components have -rules only if the simulated
components have -rules.
Thus, we directly obtain the next theorem which shows that, in certain circumstances,
external hybridization may be replaced by internal hybridization.
Theorem 6. Let )∈{∗; t}, ∈{¿;=;6}, and {k1; : : : ; km}⊆N. Then, for n∈N∪
{∞}, we have
L(HCDn;CF[−]; {() ∧ ki) | 16 i 6 m}) ⊆L(CDn;CF[−]; () ∧ ‘));
where ‘= lcm{ki | 16i6m}.
Notice that due to the lcm technique, we pay oH with large values of ‘ when
avoiding external hybridization. This last result immediately allows us to state the
following result:
Corollary 7. Let )∈{∗; t}, ∈{6;= ;¿}, and n∈N∪{∞}. Then we have
L(HCDn;CF[−]; {() ∧ k) | k ∈ N}) =
⋃
‘∈N
L(CDn;CF[−]; () ∧ ‘)):
3. Regulated grammars of nite index
How restrictive is the :nite index restriction? Known results are contained in [5,
Chap. 5], and [21–23]. Further literature is surveyed in [15]. For our purposes,
especially concerning the (t∧=1)-mode, we need some more normal form results
for regulated grammars of :nite index.
Lemma 8. For every (P,CF,ac) grammar G=(N; T; P; S; ; ; ’) whose generated lan-
guage is of index n∈N, there exists an equivalent (P,CF,ac) grammar G′=
(N ′; T; P′; S ′; ′; ′; ’′) whose generated language is also of index n and which satis:es
the following two properties:
(1) There exists a special start production with a unique label p0, which is the only
production where the start symbol S ′ appears.
(2) There exists a function f :′→NN ′0 such that, if S ′ ∗⇒ v⇒p w is a derivation
in G′, then (f(p))(A)= |v|A for each non-terminal A in N ′.
Moreover, we may assume that either G′ is a (P,CF) grammar, i.e., we have ’′= ∅,
or that G′ is a (P,CF,ut) grammar, i.e., we have ’′= ′.
Proof. We construct a grammar G′=(N ′; T; P′; S ′; ′; ′; ’′) of index n which is
equivalent to G=(N; T; P; S; ; ; ’) and satis:es the two requirements. Assume that
N = {A1; : : : ; Am}, where S =A1.
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Let N ′=N ∪{S ′}, the set of labels
′ ⊆
(
×
{
(i1; : : : ; im)
∣∣∣∣
m∑
h=1
ih 6 n
})
∪ {p0};
and P′=P ∪{S ′→ S}. The start production S ′→ S has a unique label p0, with ′(p0)
=×{(1; 0; : : : ; 0)} and ’′(p0)= ∅.
For every label r ∈ with (r)=Aj→w, we de:ne for (r; i1; : : : ; im)∈′:
(1)′((r; i1; : : : ; im))=(r)=Aj→w;
(2) if ij =0, then
′((r; i1; : : : ; im))= ∅, and
’′((r; i1; : : : ; im))=’(r)×{(i1; : : : ; im)};
(3) if ij¿0, then
’′((r; i1; : : : ; im))= ∅, and
′((r; i1; : : : ; im))=
(r)×{(i1; : : : ; im) + (|w|A1 − |Aj|A1 ; : : : ; |w|Am − |Aj|Am)}
if
∑m
h=1 (ih + |w|Ah)6n+ 1, and
′((r; i1; : : : ; im))= ∅ otherwise.
In such a way, the set of labels ′ is implicitly de:ned as the set of labels obtained
in the preceding procedure.
Obviously, the idea of the construction is to count the number of non-terminals in
the label. Therefore, the function f may be de:ned as
f((r; i1; : : : ; im))(Aj) = ij and f((r; i1; : : : ; im))(S ′) = 0;
f(p0)(Aj) = 0 and f(p0)(S ′) = 1:
Exploiting this counting mechanism, it is easy to modify the construction in order to
obtain a grammar (A) with empty failure :elds, or (B) with unconditional transfer.
In case (A), we alter the de:nition of the label interpretation in case of a label
(r; i1; : : : ; im)∈′ with (r)=Aj→w and ij =0. If (i1; : : : ; im) is the all-zero vec-
tor, we have derived a terminal word. Therefore, we may set ′((r; i1; : : : ; im))=(r)
and ′((r; i1; : : : ; im))= {p0}. Otherwise, there must be some k with ik¿0. We take
′((r; i1; : : : ; im))=Ak →Ak , and as the success :eld, we take ’(r)×{(i1; : : : ; im)}. Ob-
serve that by this construction, the production set P′ given above is enhanced by unit
productions of the form Ak →Ak .
In case (B), we alter the de:nition of the label interpretation in case of a label
(r; i1; : : : ; im)∈′ with (r)=Aj→w.
(1)′((r; i1; : : : ; im))=(r);
(2) if ij =0, then ′((r; i1; : : : ; im))=’′((r; i1; : : : ; im)) with
′((r; i1; : : : ; im))=’(r)×{(i1; : : : ; im)};
(3) if ij¿0, then ′((r; i1; : : : ; im))=’′((r; i1; : : : ; im)) with
′((r; i1; : : : ; im))=
(r)×{(i1; : : : ; im) + (|w|A1 − |Aj|A1 ; : : : ; |w|Am − |Aj|Am)}
if
∑m
h=1(ih + |w|Ah)6n+ 1, and
′((r; i1; : : : ; im))= ∅ otherwise.
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Moreover, the start production S ′→ S has a unique label p0 with success and failure
:eld ′(p0)=’′(p0)=×{(1; 0; : : : ; 0)}.
Observe that the lemma above is of a purely structural nature (only in the transfor-
mation into a programmed grammar without appearance checking there seems to be the
need for unit productions). Therefore, it is true not only in the context of string rewrit-
ing, but for any rewriting system where “number of non-terminals in an intermediate
(sentential) form of a derivation” can be meaningfully de:ned.
This observation is not true anymore in the following theorem, where we make
extensive use of colouring techniques.
Theorem 9. For every (P;CF; ac) grammar G=(N; T; P; S; ; ; ’) whose generated
language is of index n∈N, there exists an equivalent (P;CF; ac) grammar G′=(N ′; T;
P′; S ′; ′; ′; ’′) whose generated language is also of index n and which satis:es the
following three properties:
(1) There exists a special start production with a unique label p0, which is the only
production where the start symbol S ′ appears.
(2) There exists a function f :′→NN ′0 such that, if S ′ ∗⇒ v⇒p w is a derivation in
G′, then (f(p))(A)= |v|A for every non-terminal A.
(3) If D : S ′= v0⇒
r1
v1⇒
r2
v2⇒
r3
· · ·⇒
rm
vm=w is a derivation in G′ then, for every vi,
06i6m, and every non-terminal A, |vi|A61. In other words, every non-terminal
occurs at most once in any derivable sentential form.
Moreover, we may assume that either G′ is a (P;CF) grammar, i.e., we have ’′= ∅,
or that G′ is a (P;CF; ut) grammar, i.e., we have ’′= ′.
In the following, we will refer to a grammar satisfying the three conditions listed
above as non-terminal separation form (NSF).
Proof. Easy but tedious modi:cations of the preceding lemma allow us to colour and
count each original non-terminal A as (A; i), where 16i6n, such that all i-colours of
all non-terminals occurring in a sentential form are diHerent. Details are left to the
reader. 2
Note that in the proofs above, we made heavy use of the possibility of one rule
having multiple labels. This restriction is not necessary, since by a simple colouring
technique of the non-terminal symbols, the uniqueness of a production label may be
assured. Moreover, for every rule A→w we may assume |w|A=0, because applications
of the rule A→w can be simulated by the subsequent application of two rules A→A′
and A′→w, where A′ is a special coloured version of A (observe that this technique
also works for the simulation of unit productions of the form A→A). Finally, let
sum(p) denote the total number of non-terminals in the underlying sentential form when
reaching rule p. There must be (at least) one rule with label p such that sum(p)= 0,
2 A corresponding normal form for matrix grammars of :nite index is proved in [5, Lemma 3.1.4].
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which means that a terminal word has been derived. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that there is exactly one such terminal rule in the whole programmed
grammar. A (P;CF; ac) grammar satisfying NSF as well as all the additional features
considered in this paragraph, will be said to satisfy strict NSF (SNSF).
It is possible to eliminate erasing productions from programmed grammars without
raising the index of the language, as it is shown in the case of :nite index matrix gram-
mars in [5, Lemma 3.1.2]. Therefore, we may summarize for the case of programmed
grammars:
Corollary 10. For every n∈N,
Ln(P;CF) =Ln(P;CF− ) =
Ln(P;CF; ut) =Ln(P;CF− ; ut) =
Ln(P;CF; ac) =Ln(P;CF− ; ac):
In [23, Theorem 9], the following result on :nite index programmed languages with
unconditional transfer is claimed but not proved.
Lemma 11. For every n∈N, Ln(O;CF[−])⊆Ln(P;CF[−]; ut).
There is a purely structural proof of this fact published in [9, Lemma 4.4], so that
we omit its proof here.
Lemma 12. For every n∈N, Ln(P;CF[−])⊆Ln(O;CF[−]).
Proof. Let L⊆V ∗T be generated by the (P;CF[−]) grammar G=(N; T; P; S; ; ; ’),
where G is of index n and obeys SNSF. In particular, p0 is the unique label of the pro-
duction with S as the left-hand side. We construct an ordered grammar G′=(N ′; T; P′;
S ′;≺) generating L such that ind(G)= n.
Let N ′=N ∪ (N ×)∪ (N ×××{0; 1})∪{Z}. The idea of the simulation is to
keep track of the label of the production of the programmed grammar which we are
going to simulate, hidden inside one marked non-terminal symbol. Therefore, we start
with S ′=(S; p0).
The order relation (implicitly de:ning the set of productions P′) is given in the fol-
lowing. As G satis:es SNSF, for each p∈ not being the terminal rule, (p)=A→w,
we can assume without loss of generality (f(p))(A)= 1 as well as |w|A=0, which
guarantees that (f(q))(A)= 0 for every q∈ (p). From the function f associated with
the labels of the rules in G, the function sum(p), for each p∈, is visible, too.
According to sum(p), we consider two cases:
(1) If sum(p)=1, i.e., the underlying sentential form contains exactly one non-terminal,
namely A, then we have to consider two subcases:
(a) If |w|N =0, then the resulting sentential form will be terminal; therefore, if
and only if the label of the unique terminal rule is in (p), then we simply
take (A; p)→w into P′.
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(b) If |w|N¿0, then for each label q∈ (p) for which we have (q)=B→ v
and w= xBy, where B∈N and v; x; y∈ (N ∪T )∗, we take the production
(A; p)→ x(B; q)y into P′.
(2) If sum(p)¿1, then we have to consider two subcases depending on the fact
whether the non-terminal to be dealt with in the next rule is generated by the
production (p) or not:
(a) For each label q∈ (p) for which we have (q)=B→ v and w= xBy, where
B∈N and v; x; y∈(N ∪T )∗, as before we take the production (A; p)→x(B; q)y
into P′.
(b) If for a label q∈ (p) with (q)=B→ v we have |w|B=0, then we have to
include the following productions in P′:
(i) (A; p)→ (A; p; q; 1)≺D→Z for
D ∈ {(C; r; s; 0) |C ∈ N; r; s ∈ }
(ii) B→ (B; p; q; 0)≺D→Z for
D ∈ {(C; r) |C ∈ N; r ∈ }
∪({(C; r; s; 0) |C ∈ N; r; s ∈ }\{(B; p; q; 0)})
∪({(C; r; s; 1) |C ∈ N; r; s ∈ }\{(A; p; q; 1)})
(iii) (A; p; q; 1)→w≺B→Z
(iv) (B; p; q; 0)→ (B; q)≺ (A; p; q; 1)→Z
It is easy to see that the productions (A; p)→ (A; p; q; ; 1), B→ (B; p; q; 0),
(A; p; q; 1)→w, and (B; p; q; 0)→ (B; q) can only be applied in this order,
which guarantees the correct simulation in the ordered grammar G′.
Using these productions in P′ as described above, every derivation step in G can be
simulated by the corresponding derivation step(s) in G′ (thereby avoiding the intro-
duction of the trap symbol Z).
Theorem 13. For every n∈N,
Ln(O;CF) =Ln(O;CF− ) =Ln(P;CF) =Ln(P;CF− ):
The theorem above was already proved in [22, Theorem 3]. Yet our proof does not
leave the “world” of regulated rewriting deviating via ET0L systems. Moreover, our
constructions deliver the following normal form results for ordered languages of :nite
index, which do not follow directly from the construction leading to [22, Theorem 3].
Corollary 14. Every (O;CF) language of index n is generated by an (O;CF) grammar
G=(N; T; P; S; ≺) of index n such that:
(1) N contains a special failure symbol Z not appearing on any left-hand side of a
production in P, and for every D∈N , D =Z , P contains the failure production
D→Z .
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(2) For each production A→w∈P, if A→w≺ q for a production q, then q is of the
form D→Z , where D∈N\({A; Z}∪ {C | |w|C¿0}).
(3) All non-terminals occurring in some sentential form v (not containing the failure
symbol) which can be derived in a certain number of steps from the start symbol S
are pairwise distinct.
(4) No production can be applied twice in immediate sequence.
A famous example of a context-free language which cannot be generated by an ordered
grammar of :nite index is the Dyck set (even over only one pair of parentheses), as
shown by Rozoy in [24].
4. The (t ∧6k)-mode and the (t ∧= k)-mode
The combination of the t-mode and the 6k- (respectively, = k-) mode is especially
interesting, since here, we do not get the same power if we regard external or internal
hybridization (at least, only weak inclusion relations are known).
More excitingly, we even get purely syntactical characterizations of programmed lan-
guages with the :nite index restriction. If we further consider internal hybridization of
the t-mode and the 6k-mode (or the = k-mode) combined with external hybridization
of some other mode, we even obtain characterizations of the family of programmed
languages with appearance checking, which means that we have a characterization of
the recursively enumerable languages when admitting -productions. Such forms of
characterizations were unknown before.
The next lemma is useful for proving that, in general, languages generated by CD
grammar systems with (t ∧6k) components are already generated by CD grammar sys-
tems with (t ∧= ‘) components. Obviously, one component working in the (t ∧6k)-
mode can be simulated by k components with the same productions as the original
component, but working in modes (t ∧=1); : : : ; (t ∧= k). These k components can be
replaced, by Lemma 5, by k components, all of which work in the (t ∧= ‘)-mode,
where ‘= lcm{1; : : : ; k}. Hence, we obtain:
Lemma 15. Every context-free component working in the (t ∧6k) mode can be re-
placed by k components working in the (t ∧= ‘)-mode, where ‘= lcm{1; 2; : : : ; k}.
The simulating components have -productions only if the simulated component has
-productions.
Corollary 16.
⋃
k∈N
L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t∧6 k)) ⊆
⋃
k∈N
L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t∧ = k)):
We later show (see Theorem 30) that the inverse inclusion holds, too. In this way,
we get a characterization of the context-free programmed language of :nite index (with
appearance checking).
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4.1. External hybridization
In this subsection, we study HCD grammar systems with (t ∧= k)-components in
more detail. We give characterizations of context-free ordered and context-free pro-
grammed languages with appearance checking. First, we consider the case of HCD
systems with components working in the (t ∧=1)-mode.
Lemma 17. If ∅ =F ⊆{∗; t}∪ {6k; = k;¿k; (t ∧¿k) | k ∈N}∪ {(¿k ∧6‘) | k; ‘∈N;
k6‘}, then
L(O;CF[−]) ⊆L(HCD∞;CF[−]; F ∪ {(t∧ = 1)}):
Proof. Let G=(N; T; P; S; ≺ ) be an ordered grammar generating a language L. We
assume that every production of P has a unique label p from the set of labels ; thus,
we can speak of production p : A→w.
For each of the cases ∗-, t-, = 1-, ¿1-, and 6k-mode, we construct an equivalent
HCD grammar system G′ with the set of non-terminals
N ′ = {Z} ∪ {A; A′; A′′ |A ∈ N} ∪ {(A; p) |A ∈ N;p ∈ }:
In any case, G′ contains a production set Pinit = {Snew→ S} to start the derivation from
a new start symbol Snew. This set Pinit may work in any mode.
Additionally, the HCD grammar system G′ contains the following two sets of “colour-
ing” productions to perform the necessary colouring operations:
Pcol;1 = {A→ A′; A→ A′′ |A ∈ N}
and
Pcol;2 = {A′′ → A |A ∈ N}:
Finally, de:ne the homomorphism h : (N ∪T )∗→ ({B′′ |B∈N}∪T )∗ by h(a)= a for
every a∈T and h(B)=B′′ for every B∈N . Then, instead of the original set P of the
ordered grammar G, for every production p :A→w, with p∈, we introduce two
components (sets of productions) Pp;1 and Pp;2 in the HCD grammar system G′ as
follows:
Pp;1 = {A′ → (A; p)}
∪ {B→ Z; B′ → Z |B ∈ N}
∪ {B′′ → Z | ∃(B→ v ∈ P)(A→ w ≺ B → v)}
∪ {(B; q)→ Z |B ∈ N; q ∈ ; (B; q) = (A; p)}
and
Pp;2 = {(A; p)→ h(w)}
∪ {B→ Z; B′ → Z |B ∈ N}
∪ {(B; q)→ Z |B ∈ N; q ∈ }:
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Each of these components works in the (t ∧=1)-mode.
We only discuss how derivations with components working in the t-mode look like;
similar argumentations also hold for the modes ∗, 6k, = 1, and ¿1, because the
productions B→Z for every B∈N introducing the failure symbol Z do not allow to
apply Pp;1 or Pp;2 to a sentential form that has not been completely “coloured” by Pp;1.
In particular, we now claim that we have a derivation in G′ of the form
Snew ⇒
Pinit
S ∗⇒ uAv ∗⇒
Pcol;1
h(u)A′h(v)
(t∧=1)⇒
Pp;1
h(u)(A; p)h(v)
(t∧=1)⇒
Pp;2
h(u)h(w)h(v) = h(uwv) ∗⇒
Pcol;2
uwv;
for u; v∈ (N ∪T )∗ and A∈N if and only if in the ordered grammar G we :nd a
derivation:
S ∗⇒ uAv⇒
p
uwv:
The only way to start the derivation process in G′ is to use the rule Snew→ S. Assume
now that we have already derived a word uAv in G′ and that we want to simulate
an application of the rule p :A→w of the ordered grammar with respect to the order
relation ≺. The application of any Pq;1 or Pq;2 for some label q at most would intro-
duce the failure symbol Z in this sentential form. So we have to apply the colouring
component Pcol;1, thus (in the desired case) obtaining h(u)A′h(v).
In order to simulate the rule p of the ordered grammar, we have to choose Pp;1,
which component can rewrite the previously introduced symbol A′. Since it works in
(t ∧=1)-mode, this component (1) checks whether uAv has been correctly coloured and
(2) applies A′→ (A; p) respecting ≺ . The only chance to successfully rewrite (A; p)
then is to use Pp;2, which yields h(u)h(w)h(v). This sentential form h(uwv) :nally is
“re-coloured” by using the component Pcol;2.
As Pp;1 and Pp;2 work in the (t ∧=1)-mode, it is guaranteed that we have exactly
one primed non-terminal A′ present when applying Pp;1 and exactly one non-terminal
(A; p) present in the underlying sentential form when applying Pp;2 in a meaningful
way (i.e., not introducing the failure symbol B), as the (t ∧=1)-mode only allows
the application of exactly one production of the component currently in action. These
observations conclude the proof of our claim.
The more complex modes (t ∧¿k), ¿k, = k, and (¿k;6‘) follow by simple
prolongation techniques.
Theorem 18. If ∅ =F ⊆{∗; t}∪ {6k | k ∈N}∪ {=1;¿1}, then
L(HCD∞;CF[−]; F ∪ {(t∧ = 1)}) =L(O;CF[−]):
Proof. The inclusions from right to left have been proved in the lemma above. Con-
versely, let G=(N; T; S; P1; : : : ; Pn) be a HCD grammar system. Without loss of gen-
erality, we may assume that the components working in the (t ∧=1)-mode are Pj,
16j6m, for some m6n.
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The ordered grammar G′=(N ′; T; P; S;≺) has the set of non-terminals
N ′ = N ∪ {(A; i) |A ∈ N; 16 i 6 n} ∪ {Z}:
For every component Pi with m¡i6n, we de:ne the homomorphisms hi : (N ∪T )∗
→ (N ′ ∪T )∗, with hi(A)= (A; i) for every A∈N and hi(a)= a for every a∈T . Then
we introduce a bunch of rewriting rules in P according to the mode the component Pi
works in.
The main idea for simulating a derivation using Pi, m¡i6n, in G is to colour the
underlying sentential form w in G′ according to hi in order to obtain hi(w), then to
simulate the application of Pi in the appropriate mode, and :nally to re-colour the
obtained string.
Before we can simulate the application of productions from Pi, every non-terminal
in the underlying sentential form has to be coloured; hence, production set P for every
non-terminal A∈N contains the colouring rules
A→ (A; i)≺D→ Z for
D ∈ {(B; j) |B ∈ N; 16 j 6 n; i = j}:
∗-mode, 6k-mode, =1-mode, ¿1-mode:
For every production A→w in Pi we take the following productions into P:
(A; i)→ hi(w)≺D→ Z for
D ∈ N ∪ {(C; j) |C ∈ N; 16 j 6 n; i = j}:
Moreover, for every B∈N , we introduce the re-colouring rules
(B; i)→ B≺D→ Z for
D ∈ {(C; j) |C ∈ N; 16 j 6 n; i = j}:
t-mode:
For every production A→w in Pi, we :rst take
(A; i)→ hi(w)≺D→ Z for
D ∈ N ∪ {(C; j) |C ∈ N; 16 j 6 n; i = j}:
In comparison to the ∗-mode, the re-colouring rules are a little bit more complicated,
because we additionally have to test whether the application of rules from Pi is done
in a t-mode like way. Therefore, for every B∈N , we set
(B; i)→ B≺D→ Z for
D ∈ {(C; j) |C ∈ N; 16 j 6 n; i = j}
∪ {(C; i) |C occurs as left-hand side in Pi}:
(t ∧=1)-mode:
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For every component Pi working in the (t ∧=1)-mode, i.e., 16i6m, only the non-
terminal to be processed by this component is coloured, hence, production set P for
every non-terminal A∈N contains the colouring rules
A→ (A; i)≺D→ F for
D ∈ {(B; j) |B ∈ N; 16 j 6 n}:
Without loss of generality, we assume that the component Pi is reduced, i.e., there is
no production A→w in Pi such that the word w contains any non-terminal that occurs
as the left-hand side of any production of the component. For every rule A→w in Pi,
we now introduce the following productions for the simulation of the application of
the rule A→w from Pi:
(A; i)→ w≺D→ Z for
D ∈ {(C; j) |C ∈ N; 16 j 6 n; (A; i) = (C; j)}
∪ {C |C occurs as left-hand side in Pi}:
Obviously, the (t ∧=1)-mode simulation now does not need any further re-colouring
mechanism.
By induction, the reader may verify that for each component the derivation is sim-
ulated correctly.
It is very interesting to see that the power of HCD systems is enlarged if (t ∧=1)-
components work together with components working in, e.g., the = 2-mode. In this
way, we obtain our :rst characterization of context-free programmed languages with
appearance checking.
Theorem 19. If ∅ =F ⊆{= k;¿k; (¿k ∧6‘); (t ∧¿k) | 26k6‘}, then
L(HCD∞;CF[−]; F ∪ {(t∧ = 1)}) =L(P;CF[−]; ac):
Proof. Let G=(N; T; P; S; ; ; ’) be a programmed grammar with appearance check-
ing. Then we construct a HCD grammar system G′ of the given type with the set of
non-terminals
N ′ = {B; TB |B ∈ N} ∪ {q; q′; q′′; Tq | q ∈ } ∪ {Z}:
Obviously, it is suUcient to show how to simulate a programmed rule (p :A→w; (p);
’(p)) in the HCD grammar system G′. For the modes in G′, we restrict ourselves to
the case k =2. The other cases can be proved by using prolongation techniques.
In any case, G′ contains a colouring component working in the = 2-, ¿2-, (¿2∧
6‘)-, or (t ∧¿2)-mode for de-priming labels:
Pdl = {q′ → q′′; q′′ → q | q ∈ }:
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The failure case is simulated by the following component working in the (t ∧=1)-
mode:
Pp;fail = {p→ q′ | q ∈ ’(p)} ∪ {q→ Z | q ∈ } ∪ {A→ Z}
The success case is simulated by
(1) one component Pp;0 working in the = 2-, ¿2-, (¿2∧6‘)-, or (t ∧¿2)-mode,
Pp;0 = {p→ Tp; A→ TA};
which introduces (at least) one occurrence of TA in the string;
(2) one component Pp;1 working in the (t ∧=1)-mode,
Pp;1 = { TA→ w} ∪ { Tr → Z | r ∈ \{p}};
(3) a second component Pp;2 working in the (t ∧=1)-mode,
Pp;2 = { Tp→ q′ | q ∈ (p)} ∪ { TA→ Z};
TA→Z prevents a premature short-cut application of Tp→ q′ for q∈ (p).
If the :rst component Pp;0 is used to introduce more than one occurrence of TA, this
symbol cannot be removed anymore. Hence we conclude that the components above
correctly simulate the rules of G.
Now we turn to the case of (t ∧=2)-components. This will give us another charac-
terization of programmed languages with appearance checking.
Theorem 20. If ∅ =F ⊆{∗; t}∪ {6k; = k;¿k; (t ∧¿k) | k ∈N}∪ {(¿k ∧6‘) | k; ‘∈
N; k6‘}, then
L(HCD∞;CF[−]; F ∪ {(t∧ = 2)}) =L(P;CF[−]; ac):
Proof. The inclusion from left to right is obvious for any boolean combination of
elementary modes. Thus, it only remains to prove the other direction. We :rst restrict
ourselves to the case F = {∗}. By standard techniques and arguments the construction
given below generalizes to the other cases, as well.
Let L∈L(P;CF[−]; ac) with L⊆T ∗. Then,
L =
⋃
a∈T
({a}T+ ∩ L) ∪ (L ∩ T ) ∪ (L ∩ {}):
Since L∈L(P;CF[−]; ac), the language La= {w∈T+ | aw∈L} is a context-free pro-
grammed language with appearance checking due to the closure of that language family
under derivatives and intersection with regular languages. Since L(HCD∞;CF[−];
{∗; (t ∧=2)}) is obviously closed under union and contains the regular languages, it
is suUcient to prove the present assertion for L′a= {a}La ∈L(P;CF[−]; ac), provided
that La⊆T+ belongs to L(P;CF[−]; ac).
We brieKy sketch the construction of a (HCD∞;CF[−]; {∗}∪ {(t ∧=2)}) grammar
system that generates L′a.
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Let G=(N; T; P; S; ; ; ’) be a programmed grammar with appearance checking for
the language La. We use a standard trick to code the actual label into the :rst non-
terminal. Moreover, we have additional non-terminals for colouring operations of the
form p→ Tp, p→p′, and A→ (A; p) for each production A→w∈P labelled by p.
Then, for every production in P, we build components according to the following
construction: Let
(p : A→ w; (p); ’(p))
be a programmed rule in P. Without loss of generality, we may assume that p =∈’(p).
All components below work in the (t ∧=2)-mode, except components Pp;2, which work
in the ∗-mode.
To start the derivation, we introduce two new symbols Sinit , which is the new start
symbol, and S ′ as well as a set of productions
Pinit = {Sinit → S ′; S ′ → pS |p ∈ }:
The components given below are applicable successfully if and only if the actual sen-
tential form has no non-terminal A and no marked non-terminal (A; p), and, therefore,
the production with label p is not applicable. In addition, the label of the :rst letter of
the sentential form is changed in an appropriate way. Note that the component works
in the (t ∧=2)-mode.
Pp;1 = {p→ Tp; Tp→ q | q ∈ ’(p)}
∪ {A→ Z} ∪ {(A; q)→ Z | q ∈ }:
The following components simulate an application of production A→w. In case A is
rewritten, we apply the necessary colouring operation and choose one non-terminal A
for rewriting and mark it by (A; p).
Pp;2 = {A→ (A; p)}:
The check whether exactly one non-terminal was chosen by the previous production
set for rewriting is done with production set Pp;3, which works in the (t ∧=2)-mode:
Pp;3 = {(A; p)→ w;p→ p′}
∪ {q→ Z | q ∈ }
∪ {q′ → Z | q ∈ \{p}}
∪ {(B; q)→ Z | q ∈ ; B ∈ N}:
Finally, we obtain the label of the next rule by using Pp;4, which works in the (t ∧=2)-
mode, too:
Pp;4 = {p′ → Tp; Tp→ q | q ∈ (p)}
∪ {(B; q)→ Z |B ∈ N; q ∈ }:
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In order to terminate the derivation process, we apply the following production set,
which works in the (t ∧=2)-mode:
Pterm = {p→ Tp; Tp→ a |p ∈ }
∪ {A→ Z |A ∈ N}
∪ {(A; p)→ Z |A ∈ N;p ∈ }:
Observe that Pterm can only be applied successfully to a sentential form which is of
the form pw, where p∈ and w∈T ∗.
Assume that we want to apply rule
(p : A→ w; (p); ’(p)):
to a sentential form of the form pv. If non-terminal A is not contained in the sentential
form, the only way to simulate the non-application of A→w is to use the corresponding
production set Pp;1. On the other hand, if the sentential form looks like pA, with
; ∈ (N ∪T )∗ and A∈N , we must use Pp;2 to start the simulation of a successful
application of production A→w. Note that Pterm in this case would lead to a word
containing a failure symbol Z , and an application of Pp;3 or Pp;4 is not possible since
A does not contain a marked symbol or label, respectively.
After the usage of Pp;2, the derived word must look like p(A; p), where both 
and  do not contain any symbol of the form (B; q), as we will see later. A further
successful simulation can only be guaranteed if one uses productions from Pp;3. Note
that, at this point, an application of Pp;1 is not possible. If  or  contained non-terminals
of the form (B; q), production set Pp;3 would not be applicable since it works in the
(t ∧=2)-mode. Thus, the word must have the form described above. Now applying Pp;3
and then Pp;4 yields a word of the form qw with q∈ (p).
Hence, we conclude that the constructed grammar system simulates the original pro-
grammed grammar G and that the generated language equals L′a. Observe that the gram-
mar system (production sets Pp;3) has -productions only if the programmed grammar
has -productions. This completes the construction for the case F = {∗}.
The only components that work in a mode other than the (t ∧=2)-mode are the
sets of productions Pp;2 for p∈. Of course, the ¿k-mode and the 6k-mode as
well as the interval mode (¿k;6‘) can be obtained using prolongation techniques. In
the case of the t-mode, we use the standard trick to simulate the necessary colouring
operations by two components working in the t-mode. The new non-terminals intro-
duced for this purpose derive the failure symbol in all other components. The details
of this construction and for the remaining modes are left to the interested reader.
Remark. In the construction of the HCD grammar system, we really need the (t ∧=2)-
mode only for the components Pp;3, for p∈, to simultaneously rewrite the label and
the coloured non-terminal (A; p). With a slight modi:cation, the remaining (t ∧=2)-
components can be replaced by components working even in the (t ∧=1)-
mode.
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Using a simple prolongation technique (for the label colouring productions only),
we could also use (t ∧=m)-components in the construction described above. Thus, we
obtain:
Corollary 21. Let ∅ =F ⊆{∗; t}∪ {6k; = k;¿k; (t ∧¿k) | k ∈N}∪ {(¿k ∧6‘) | k; ‘
∈N; k6‘}. Then, for every m¿2,
L(HCD∞;CF[−]; F ∪ {(t∧ = m)}) =L(P;CF[−]; ac):
In addition, from the constructions elaborated in the preceding proofs we immediately
see that components working in the (t ∧=m)-mode can be replaced by components
working in the (t ∧6m)-mode:
Corollary 22. We have the following characterizations:
(1) L(HCD∞;CF[−]; {(t ∧61); (t ∧¿1)})=L(O;CF[−]).
(2) For every k¿2,
L(HCD∞;CF[−]; {(t∧6 k); (t∧¿ k)}) =L(P;CF[−]; ac):
Proof. Case (1) follows from Theorem 18, and case (2) is an immediate consequence
of Theorem 19 (and the prolongation technique).
Together with our main result from [13], namely Theorem 13, we get:
Corollary 23. For every k ∈N,
(1) L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧6k))⊂L(HCD∞;CF[−]; {(t ∧6k); (t ∧¿k)}) and
(2) L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧¿k))⊆L(HCD∞;CF[−]; {(t ∧6k); (t ∧¿k)}).
Proof. The inclusions are obvious. It remains to prove the strictness of the :rst inclu-
sion. In the third subsection, we prove that the family of languages L(CD∞;CF[−];
(t ∧6k)) coincides with the family of languages generated by context-free ordered
grammars under the :nite index restriction. Since the :nite index restriction really
restricts the power of ordered languages, the inclusion is strict for every k ∈N.
The reader may have noticed that up to now, we have said nothing about the
(t ∧6k)-case. For k =1, the situation was investigated in Theorem 18. In general,
HCD language families with components working in the (t ∧6k)-mode are located
between the context-free ordered languages and the context-free programmed languages
with unconditional transfer. This is shown in the next theorem.
Theorem 24. Let ∅ =F ⊆{∗; t}∪ {6k | k ∈N}∪ {=1;¿1}. For every ‘∈N,
L(O;CF[−]) ⊆L(HCD∞;CF[−]; F ∪ {(t∧6 ‘)}) ⊆L(P;CF[−]; ut):
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Proof. The inclusion of the family of ordered languages within the family L(HCD∞;
CF[−]; F ∪{(t ∧6‘)}) already follows from Theorem 18. Thus, it remains to show
the containment of the latter language family in L(P;CF[−]; ut).
Let G=(N; T; S; P1; : : : ; Pn) be a HCD grammar system. For the components Pi work-
ing in the 6k-mode, let Ki be k − 1; for the other components, we set Ki := 0. For
each Pi and for 16i6n, we construct a bunch of productions in a programmed gram-
mar with unconditional transfer. The construction depends on the mode of the compo-
nent Pi. We assume that each production of the grammar system has a unique label,
that the labels of the productions in Pi are {pi;1; : : : ; pi; r(i)} and that the productions
look like pi; j :Ai; j→wi; j.
The programmed grammar G′=(N ∪{Z; S ′}; T; P; S ′; ; ) with unconditional trans-
fer has the set of labels
= {pinit ; p:n}
∪ {p′i;j | 16 i 6 n; 16 j 6 r(i)}
∪ {(pi;j; ‘) | 16 i 6 n; 16 j 6 r(i); 06 ‘6 Ki}:
The set of rules P contains the initial rule
(pinit: S ′ → S; {(pi;j; 0) | 16 i 6 n; 16 j 6 r(i)})
and the :nal rule
(p:n: Z → Z; {p:n}):
Moreover, for every 16i6n, we de:ne the set of labels
i = {(pi;j; 0) | 16 j 6 r(i)};
and we set
0 = {(pi;j; 0) | 16 i 6 n; 16 j 6 r(i)} ∪ {p:n}:
Then, for every component Pi, 16i6n, we introduce the following productions ac-
cording to the mode the component works in:
∗-mode, 6k-mode, =1-mode, ¿1-mode:
The simulation of the productions of Pi is done with the following rules: For every
16j6r(i), we introduce
((pi;j; 0) : Ai;j → wi;j; 0):
t-mode:
The :rst part of the construction for the t-mode is similar to the one given above.
For every 16j6r(i), we introduce
((pi;j; 0) : Ai;j → wi;j; i ∪ {p′i;1}):
Finally, for every 16j6r(i)− 1, we de:ne
(p′i;j : Ai;j → Z; {p′i;j+1})
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as well as
(p′i;r(i): Ai;r(i) → Z; 0):
(t ∧6k)-mode:
For every 16j6r(i), we introduce
((pi;j; ‘) : Ai;j → wi;j; {(pi;m; ‘ + 1) | 16 m6 r(i)} ∪ {p′i;1})
for every 06‘¡k − 1 as well as
((pi;j; k − 1): Ai;j → wi;j; {p′i;1}):
Finally, for every 16j6r(i)− 1, we de:ne
(p′i;j: Ai;j → Z; {p′i;j+1})
as well as
(p′i;r(i): Ai;r(i) → Z; 0):
By induction, the reader may verify that G′ simulates G correctly. This proves our
claim.
Since ordered languages are strictly included in programmed languages with uncon-
ditional transfer, one of the inclusions stated in the theorem above has to be strict.
4.2. The number of components in HCD grammar systems
In this subsection, we want to mention some results on the number of components.
In this area, we still have a number of interesting open problems.
Theorem 25. Let f∈{¿k; = k; (t ∧6k); (t ∧= k) | k ∈N}. 3 Then, we have: L
(HCD∞;CF[−]; {t; f})=L(HCD4;CF[−]; {t; f}):
Proof. The technique introduced by Mitrana [18, Theorem 4] to reduce the number of
components in HCD grammar systems applies here as follows:
Let G=(N; T; S; P1; : : : ; Pn) be a HCD grammar system. Without loss of generality,
assume that P1; : : : ; Pm work in the f-mode, and Pm+1; : : : ; Pn work in the t-mode. Con-
sider G′=(N ′; T; (S; 1); P′1 ; P
′
2; P
′
3 ; P
′
4), where N
′=N ×{1; : : : ; n}, P′1 ; P′2; P′3 work in the
t-mode and P′4 works in the f-mode. For 16i6n, we de:ne the homomorphisms
hi : (N ∪T )∗→ ({(A; i) |A∈N}∪T )∗ by hi(A)= (A; i) for every A∈N and hi(a)= a
for every a∈T , and moreover, we de:ne the four components of G′ as follows:
P′1 = {(A; i)→ (A; (imod n) + 1) | i ∈ {1; : : : ; n} ∧ i is odd};
P′2 = {(A; i)→ (A; (imod n) + 1) | i ∈ {1; : : : ; n} ∧ i is even};
3 Modes for which we know better bounds on the number of components are omitted.
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P′3 = {(A; i)→ hi(w) | ∃(i ∈ {m+ 1; : : : ; n})A→ w ∈ Pi};
P′4 = {(A; i)→ hi(w) | ∃(i ∈ {1; : : : ; m})A→ w ∈ Pi}:
P′1 and P
′
2 only serve as colouring components. The real simulation work is done in
components P′3 (for the components having worked in the t-mode in G) and P
′
4 (for
the components having worked in the f-mode in G).
Theorem 26. If F = {∗; t}∪ {6k;¿k; = k; (t ∧6k); (t ∧¿k); (t ∧= k) | k ∈N}, then
L(HCD∞;CF[−]; F) =L(HCD4;CF[−]; {(t∧6 2); (t∧¿ 2)})
=L(HCD4;CF[−]; {t; (t∧ = 2)}):
Proof. By our preceding results, the :rst language family coincides with the language
family L(P;CF[−]; ac). Using Corollary 22, we construct a HCD grammar system
with, say, n components working in the (t ∧62)-mode and m components working in
the (t ∧¿2)-mode.
Finally, we use the technique introduced by Mitrana [18, Theorem 4] to reduce the
number of components in HCD grammar systems. This leads us to two t-components
which perform the necessary colouring operations (and which can be transferred into
two components working in the (t ∧¿2)-mode by prolongation), a third one working in
the (t ∧62)-mode and the fourth one in the (t ∧¿2)-mode. The latter two components
are constructed by putting the n (respectively, m) components together using n + m
extra colours, as elaborated in the proof of Theorem 25. The details of the constructions
are left to the reader.
We do not know whether three components are suUcient or not. As regards to one
and two components, we have the following nice characterizations.
Lemma 27. For ∈{6;=} we have
L(FIN) =L(CD1;CF[−]; (t ∧ 1)) ⊂L(LIN) =L(CD2;CF[−]; (t ∧ 1)):
Proof. It is obvious that the :rst two mentioned language classes coincide, since every
CD grammar system with only one component working in the (t ∧1)-mode can make
just one derivation step.
Let L be generated by the linear grammar G=(N; T; S; P); G is simulated by the
CD grammar system G′=(N ∪N ′; T; S; P1; P2), where N ′ contains primed versions of
the non-terminals of G, set P1 contains colouring unit productions B→B′ for every
non-terminal B∈N , and P2 contains, for every production A→w∈P, a production
A′→w. The simulation of G by G′ proceeds by repeatedly applying the sequence P1
and P2 until the derivation stops.
On the other hand, it is easy to see that no sentential form generated by some
(CD2;CF[−]; (t ∧1))-system (eventually leading to a terminal string) can contain
more than one non-terminal. Otherwise, we must have applied a production A→w of,
say, the :rst component, where w contains at least two non-terminals. All non-terminals
occurring in w cannot be processed further by the :rst component since, otherwise, the
(t ∧1)-mode restriction would be violated. But nearly the same argument applies to
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the second component, too: It can only process, at most, one of the non-terminals just
introduced. Hence, no terminal string can be derived in this way.
Therefore, without changing the generated language, we can omit all productions
from the system containing more than one non-terminal on their right-hand sides, so
that there are only linear rules left. Furthermore, we can eliminate all productions in a
component containing a non-terminal on its right-hand side which occurs also as a left-
hand side in the originally given component. Now, by putting all remaining productions
together, we obtain the set of productions for a simulating linear grammar.
Lemma 28. Let ∅ =F ⊆{∗; t}∪ {6k | k ∈N}∪ {=1;¿1}. For n∈{1; 2}, we have
L(HCDn;CF[−]; F ∪{(t ∧61); (t ∧=1)})=L(CF):
Proof. Let ∈{6;=} and n∈{1; 2}. By [4, Theorem 3.10], we know that L(CDn;
CF[−]; t)=L(CF). This especially implies
L(HCDn;CF[−]; F ∪ {(t∧6 1); (t∧ = 1)}) ⊇L(CF):
As shown in Lemma 27, L(CD2;CF[−]; (t ∧1))=L(LIN).
So, from all the possible combinations of modes from F ∪{(t ∧61); (t ∧=1)} for
the components in a HCDn grammar system, it remains to consider a HCD grammar
system G=(N; T; S; P1; Pt) containing one component Pt working in the t-mode and
one component P1 working in the (t ∧1)-mode; we show that G only generates a
context-free language:
First, observe that P1 can only be successfully applied to a string containing exactly
one non-terminal. Why? This situation is true in the very beginning; otherwise, due
to the (t ∧1)-mode P1 is working in, Pt must have been applied before. Assume
that there are at least two non-terminals in the sentential form left over after applying
Pt . P1 can only be applied once, changing one non-terminal into a string containing
terminals plus non-terminals only Pt (but not P1) can deal with. Therefore, at least one
non-terminal remains with which neither Pt nor P1 can cope with, a contradiction.
Now we construct a context-free grammar G′=(N ∪N ′ ∪{S ′′}; T; S ′′; P) simulat-
ing G. First, for any set of (context-free) productions Q, let l(Q) denote the set of all
non-terminals that occur on the left-hand side of a production in Q. Then, without loss
of generality, we may assume that P1 is reduced, i.e., for every production A→w in
P1 we have |w|l(P1) = 0.
Moreover, let N ′ be the set of primed non-terminal symbols from N , and let f : (N ∪
T )∗→ 2(N ∪N ′ ∪ T )∗ be de:ned by f(w)= s(w)∩ ((N ∪T )∗N ′(N ∪T )∗ ∪T ∗), where the
:nite substitution s is de:ned by s(A)= {A; A′} for every A∈N and s(a)= {a} for
every a∈T . Then we de:ne
P′1 = P1\{S → w | S → w ∈ P1; S ∈ l(P1) ∩ l(Pt)};
P = Pt ∪ {A′ → v | v ∈ f(w); A→ w ∈ P′1 ∪ Pt}
∪ {S ′′ → S ′} ∪ {S ′′ → v | v ∈ f(w); S → w ∈ P1; S ∈ l(P1) ∩ l(Pt)}:
Except for the start symbol S, without loss of generality we may assume l(P1) and
l(Pt) to be disjoint. Only in the case that S ∈ l(P1)∪ l(Pt) we have to take a special
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construction, i.e., we eliminate all productions with S on the left-hand side from P1
(which in G could only be applied in the :rst step of a derivation) thus obtaining P′1,
and, instead, add the initial productions S ′′→ v, v∈f(w), which can be applied in G′
only in the :rst step of a derivation, too.
The primed symbol is the one which forms the interface between the two original
components. As long as we have not generated a terminal word, the sentential form
contains exactly one primed non-terminal. Productions from P1 can only be simulated
by replacing this primed symbol, hence no additional non-terminal from l(P1) can
appear in a sentential form in G′ leading to a terminal word.
Unfortunately, no such characterization exists for the case involving the (t ∧k)-
mode with k¿1. We can state the following fact, instead.
Lemma 29. For n∈{1; 2}, k ∈N, k¿1, we have
L(HCDn;CF[−]; {t} ∪ {(t∧ = 1)})⊂L(HCD2;CF[−]; {t} ∪ {(t∧ = k)})
L(HCDn;CF[−]; {t} ∪ {(t∧6 1)})⊂L(HCD3;CF[−]; {t} ∪ {(t∧6 k)}):
Proof. The inclusion itself basically follows by the prolongation technique. As regards
to the strictness of the inclusions, in Example 2 we have shown that the non-context-
free language
Lk := {an1an2 : : : ank+1 | n ∈ N}
∈ L(CD2;CF[−]; (t∧ = k)) ∩L(CD3;CF[−]; (t∧6 k));
which is a trivial subfamily of
L(HCD2;CF[−]; {t} ∪ {(t∧ = k)})
∩L(HCD3;CF[−]; {t} ∪ {(t∧6 k)}):
We do not know whether it is possible to sharpen the previous lemma in the case
of the (t ∧6k)-mode.
4.3. Characterizing programmed languages of :nite index
In the remainder of this section we show that CD grammar systems with components
working only in the (t ∧= k)-mode characterize exactly the context-free programmed
languages (with appearance checking) of :nite index.
Theorem 30. Let ‘∈N and ∈{6;=}. Then we have:
L(HCD∞;CF[−]; {(t ∧ k) | k ¿ 1}) =
⋃
k∈N
L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧ k))
=L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧ ‘))
=L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧ 1))
=L:n(P;CF[−]; ac):
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Proof. We :rst prove
L(HCD∞;CF[−]; {(t ∧ k) | k ¿ 1}) ⊆L:n(P;CF[−]; ac):
It suUces (especially we refer to Theorem 6 and Corollary 16) to show that the
language generated by a (CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧k)) grammar system is of :nite index.
Let G be a (CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧k)) grammar system with non-terminal alphabet N ,
terminal alphabet T , and axiom S ∈N .
One easily veri:es that, if S⇒∗ ⇒∗ w∈T ∗ for ∈ (N ∪T )∗, then for every A∈N ,
the number of symbols A in  is bounded by k, i.e., ||A6k. Otherwise,  cannot lead
to a terminal string. Thus, in general, the number of non-terminals in a sentential form
that derives to a terminal word is bounded by at most k · |N |. This shows that the
language L(G) is of :nite index, so obviously one can easily construct a context-free
programmed grammar with appearance checking which is of :nite index, too.
Trivially,L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧=1))=L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧61)), and by the pro-
longation technique, we have for ‘∈N and ∈{6;=}:
L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧ 1)) ⊆L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧ ‘)):
So, in order to complete our proof, we have to show
L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t∧ = 1)) ⊇L:n(P;CF[−]; ac):
By Corollaries 10, 14, and Theorem 13, it suUces to show how to simulate an ordered
grammar G=(N; T; P; S; ≺ ) given in the normal form of Corollary 14.
For each production A→w∈P, where w is not the failure symbol Z , we introduce
a component
PA→w = {A→ w} ∪ {D→ D |D ∈ N\{Z}; A→ w ≺ D→ Z}:
It is easy to see (keeping in mind the properties of the normal form grammar as listed
in Corollary 14) how a CD grammar system consisting of exactly all these components
PA→w simulates G.
Comparing the characterizations of the classes
L(P;CF[−]; ac) and L:n(P;CF[−]; ac);
respectively, one observes that the main diHerence lies in the absence of other modes
than only the (t ∧= k)-mode.
Comparing internal versus external hybridization, we get:
Corollary 31. For every k ∈N, ∈{6;=}, we :nd:
L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧ k)) ⊂L(HCD∞;CF[−]; {t} ∪ {k}):
Proof. By Theorem 30, we know that L(CD∞;CF[−]; (t ∧k)) characterizes the
family of :nite index ET0L languages, see the remark following Theorem 13. Since
:nite index languages are semilinear [5, Lemma 3.1.5], the family of ET0L languages is
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a strict superfamily of its :nite index counterpart. By [4, Theorem 3.10],L(ET0L)=L
(CD∞;CF[−]; t), and the latter family is a trivial subfamily of L(HCD∞;CF[−];
{t; k}).
The reader might have noticed that we did not consider the number of components as
a resource in this subsection. We will return to this (and other questions in connection
with the :ne structure of :nite index languages) in another paper. The interested reader
may also consult [10,16]. Additional stimulus of such research can be provided by our
investigations on syntactical methods for character recognition, where we found that
letters can be parsed eUciently using the :nite index restriction. These thoughts are
elaborated in [8,11,12].
5. Summary and open problems
We investigated internal and external mode hybridization, here focussing on the
modes (t ∧6k) and (t ∧= k). Thereby, we found several interesting links between
families of languages de:ned by CD grammar systems working in particular with
hybrid modes and certain classes of regulated languages. 4 This is of special importance
because it connects the :eld of CD grammar systems with the better explored area of
regulated rewriting. On the other hand, new light on old problems in regulated rewriting
is shed, in particular in relation with programmed grammars with unconditional transfer,
see also [7].
In our opinion, the greatest still open problems in this area are: 5
(1) For ∅ =F ⊆{∗; t}∪ {6k | k ∈N}∪ {=1;¿1} and every ‘∈N, we showed in
Theorem 24 that
L(O;CF[−])⊆L(HCD∞;CF[−]; F ∪ {(t ∧6‘)})
⊆L(P;CF[−]; ut):
For l=1, the :rst inclusion turns out to be an equality, see Theorem 18, so that
(by [6]) the second inclusion is proper in that case. The status of the inclusions
is open in case k¿2.
(2) Analysing the proof of
L(HCD∞;CF[−]; {∗; (t∧ = 2)}) =L(P;CF[−]; ac)
in Theorem 20, one can see that a programmed grammar with m rules can be
simulated using a HCD grammar system with 3m+3 components (since all com-
ponents working in the ∗-mode can be put together). It is not clear at all whether
a reduction to a bounded number of components is possible in this case, since
∗-mode components cannot be properly used for colouring purposes, in general.
Since, in a direct simulation of a HCD grammar system by a programmed gram-
mar, the number of components of the grammar system inKuences the number
4 Already in the very :rst paper on CD grammar systems [17], such links have been observed.
5 Another list of open problems can be found in [13].
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of rules in the programmed grammar, there may be interconnections between the
hierarchy of language families L(HCDn;CF[−]; {∗; (t ∧=2)}) and the hierarchy
of programmed languages induced by the number of rules, see [5, Section 4.3].
(3) The inKuence of admitting or forbidding erasing rules has not been examined at
all.
(4) Decidability issues have rarely been tackled in the area of CD grammar systems. It
might be that such investigations would also shed some new light on the language
hierarchy questions we focussed on in the present paper.
Internally hybrid modes are also very interesting from a diHerent viewpoint: they gave
us the :rst examples where generating grammars are more powerful than accepting
grammars, which solved an open problem in the theory of accepting grammars, see [14].
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